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The Stripology ruler is extremely helpful (optional) to cut your strips. 

You will need to purchase either 2 yards of terrycloth (40-44 wide) not 

available at Patchwork Garden or purchase a beach towel at least 42” x 

66” to use for the backing. No batting needed. 

Coordinate your backing with fat quarters. It’s easier to find a solid color 

for your backing terrycloth or towel. 

When selecting 20 fat quarters, start with your favorite fabric that you 

think will be great for this beach towel. Find a coordinating fat quarter that 

gives contrast to pair up with. Look at the favorite fabric and see what other 

colors you see.  Keep selecting more fat quarter pairs, 10 coordinated pairs 

in total. Sometimes my one fabric was a print and the other was a blender. 

You might find two fat quarters from the same line of fabric that work 

together for this towel. Audition your fat quarters by putting all the pairs together to see how they look together. 

If one stands out too much, pull it out and replace it with another. Also, if you choose yellow for example, 

you’ll need at least another yellow to balance the color. For my towel, I used two purples, two pinks, two 

yellows, two blues and two teals. 

Use either Easy Press or Best Press to press your fat quarters before cutting. 

Cut 3- 2 1/2'” strips from each fat quarter. Do not trim to 18 1/2” until all are sewn together. Save all leftover 

pieces for your favorite beach bag. Lisa’s favorite is the Mondo Bag from Quiltsmart. – Let us know if you’d be 

interested in a virtual class to create your bag! 

Sew two strips together and press. Doing this will help keep your strips straighter. Once you have three strip 

pairs sewn together, sew together and press after each set. Use Easy Press or Best Press. 

After each block is complete, trim width to 18 ½”. Save leftover pieces. 

Arrange blocks to balance colors. I like to take pictures with my phone and decide which arrangement looks 

best.  

Once all sewn together, figure out what color your binding should be. You’ll need 3/8 of a yard for binding. Cut 

five strips 2.25” or 2.5” wide x WOF and join together. 

Wash first time with at least two Color Catchers, cold water, and then dry. 

Challenge is to make this beach towel with your selection of fat quarters.  Save your leftover fabric and 

make something with them! 

Enjoy the sunshine and relax! 


